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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: DiGiuseppe, Paul
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 5:19 PM
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Subject: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Attachments: Parking Modification Guidelines (final).pdf

‘arkirig Modification
Guideline...

Dear i:

E have received follow—up questions and comments pertaining to the e—mail : sent or. March
23, 2010. 1 have coordinated with Annick Beaudet in the City’s Neighborhood Connectivity
Division. Below is a response to those questions/comments.

1. You forgot to mention that property owners are not entitled to on street parking nor
do they own the street in front of their home. Please correct me of I art wrong arid cite
code.

Response; Right-of-way is defined as land dedicated or reserved for streets, utilities,
and other public places. The area containing road, bike lane and sidewalk is part of the
City’s right—of—way. In some cases, such as a property that does not have a sidewalk, the
right—of—way can extend a few feet onto the front part of the property. A right—of—way is
used so that the City can maintain, expand, or add infrastructure. Regarding parking, the
City allows on—street parking unless otherwise restricted for safety and mobility
purposes.

2. Like traffic calming, we have quite a mix opposition from the bike lanes through
Pemberton. Should we just give you a petition with a number of signatures to cease all
activities?
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Response: In regards to the neighborhood plan, there is no process for a petition for
bike Lanes. The best method is to simoly contact me (preferably by e—mail) and I will
include all the :nformation when the plan is presented to Planning Commission and City
Council. I will include with the plan a spreadsheet showing all of the comments I have
received. I am in the process of adding all of the e—mails, letters and phone calls into
the spreadsheet.

In regards to the Bicycle Master Plan(BMP) amendment process, if the neighborhood would
like to create a “petition”, they can do so and submit to Annick Beaudet for consideration
during the next amendment process for the BMP (which will be in Fall, at :he earliest)
Petitions do not serve any purpose legally for the plan amendment (as they do in zoning),
but would rather serve as an indicator of area interest in the project (either for or
against) . A petition in itself cannot “cease all activity”.

3. If my friend who lives on Northwood has her annual Christmas coffee for about 30 older
friends, where would they park if there is a bike lane all the way up and down the street?
If bike lanes go in on Northwood between Jefferson and Harris just where do you think we
are going to have guests park?

Response: As mentioned inmy e-mail, the City will conduct a study to determine if the
need for on—street parking exceeds the need for a bike lane. Attached is a document
showing the steps the City takes in determining whether the parking restrictions can be
modified. Additionally, per these comments made during the neighborhood plan process the
City will re-evaluate the bicycle route connectivity at the next amendment to the PM? to
assure that bicycle lane recommendations and parking issues are considered and appropriate
amendments made. The City of Austin Neighborhood Connectivity Division, Bicycle Program,
will re-evaluate the need for the Northwood bicycle route as currently shown in the
adopted Bicycle Master Plan. If deemed appropriate we will delete those sections from the
plan. At this time the only way the City wojld initiate a project to consider
installation of the bicycle I ares on Northwood (or any other street in the area) would be
following routine road maintenance, which is not scheduled for at least 2-5 years from
now. We will likely do an anendrr.ent to the Bicycle Plan prior to that.

I hope this answers your questions.

Sincerely,

Paul
Paul DiGiuseppe, Principal Planner
City of Austin Planning and Development Review Department
505 Barton Springs Rd., 5th floor
Austin, IX 78704
paul.digiuseppe@ci.austin.tx. us
Phone: (512) 974—2865
Fax: (512) 974—6054
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1088, Austin, TX 78767

Dear All:

Thank you for your recent c—mails and phone calls concerning your opinions about bicycle
lanes in the Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods neighborhoods. I have received many e
mails and phone calls from residents in these neighborhoods. The great majority of the e
nails and telephone calls express concern about the proposed bicycle lanes throughout the
neighborhood with the highest level of concern over Harris Boulevard and Northwood Road.
Most of the concerns focused on the potential loss of on—street parking for residents.
Other concerns include the change in neighborhood character, increased cut—through traffic
of bicycles and vehicles, and concern over bicycle and vehicle conflicts. I have also
receiveo cc-nrerts from peote to s_poort c_cyoe 1a’es ‘The ra or reasc’ is ocjcie
safety.

The Central West Austin Neighborhood Planning Process

The Central West Austin Neighborhood planning initiative began in June 2007 with a Kickoff
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meeting which was then followed by a series of special—topic meetings. Or October 17,
2007, the City Bicycle Program conducted a presentation as part of the special—topic
meetings to explain the pros and cons of bicycle lanes; mostly related to on—street
parking. The intent was to assure that those asking for bicycle lanes understood the on—
street parking trade off. If you would like to view the presentation, please go to
fto: I/ftp. ci - austin. tx.us/np:d/owa/?revious%2CYeetinc%2Cxaterials/Bike?ed%2037—1D—l7
web/PowerPoint Oct 17 .pdf

After the presentation by the Cliv Bicycle Pro•gr, neighbcrhcod stakeholders where asked
to indicate on a map where they would like to see the filling in of gaps in the bicycle
network. The map showed existing bicycle lanes as well as bicycle lanes that were
recommended (but not built) in the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan. The attendees proceeded to
draw on the map where they would like to see new bicycle lanes that were not included as
part of the :998 Bicycle Master Ilan. There was no recorded objection to the
recoirrendations made at these meetings as well as a mid—process open house held in April
20C8. The end result is the map in which you resconded. For wore information on the
neighborhood plan, please go to
http: //www.ci.austin.tx.us/planning/neighborhood/cwaustin.htm.

The Pustin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan

:n an effort to update the list of needs for bicycle facilities throughout the City, the
City updated the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan by adopting the Austin 2009 BIcycle Master Plan.
The update included new segments of bicycle routes and recommendations for how to
accommodate bicycles on those bicycle route street segments (such as bicycle lanes, wide
curb lanes, and shared lanes) . In fact, the update was partially based on the feedback
provided during the neighborhood olanning process. Those changes included adding bicycle
lanes at Harris Boulevard between Windsor Road and W. 32nd Street; Norzhwood Road between
Jefferson Street ano Harris Boulevard; W. 29th Street between Jefferson St reef and N.
Lamar Boulevard; and Windsor Road between N. Lamar Boulevard and MoPac. The bicycle
route updates, additions and updates to the specific recommendations to the route street
segments in the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan were added based on public input during multiple
City—wide stakeholder meetings, planning judgment regarding needed connectivity to the
existing bicycle route system in area of the City where connectivity was lacking, Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) guidelines on the aooornxnodation of bicycles on roadways, and
local knowledge of the City. The public stakeholder meetings induced the Austin
Neighborhoods Council, where members of the ANC were specifically directed to the Route
Street Table (which had all bicycle route streets listed in alphabetical order) and asked
to review the bicycle lane recommendation for streets in their neighborhood. The City
stressed, at that meeting, the same as we did at the special—topic Central West NP
meetzng, that on—street parking modification would lrkeiy be necessary on all streets with
bicycle lane recommendations and encouraged those at the meeting and the ANC meeting to
rev:ew the recoxitendations for that reason. Additionally, al registered neighborhood
association received notification for the public hearing by the Planning Commission and
the City Council with regard to the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan (notification attached)

For more information on the update, please go to
http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/cublicworks/bicycle—clan.htm. You can see the specific roads
constoerea ror otcycle faciluttes oy going to
htt: //www. ci. austin.tx.us/publicworks/downloads/di faciiicyrecsbystreet .pdf

Bicycle Lanes, Wide Curb Lanes, and Shared Roads — Definitions

A bicycle iane is a portion of a roadway that has been designateo by striping or Pavement
markings for the exclusive use by bicyclists. The City of Austin prohibits vehicle
parking in all new bicycle lanes. Also, the City recuires that bicycle lates be
constructed on both sides of the street, unless the road has a significant hill, in which
case an uphill only bicycle lane might be appropriate. The City typically places bicycle
lanes on streets with heavier volumes of traffic such as Exposition Boulevard and Lake
Austin Boulevard. Current bike lanes in the two neighborhoods include Northwood Road from
MoPac to Jefferson Street as well as 29th Street from Jefferson Street to N- Lamar
Boulevard.

A Wide Curb Lane is the lane nearest the curb that is wider than a standard lane and
provides extra space so that the lane may be shared by vehicles and cyclists. Existing
wide curb lanes in the two neighborhoods include Harris Boulevard from Windsor Road to
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32nd Street, Hartford/Jefferson Street from 24th Street to Gaston Avenue, and Gaston
Avenue from Harris Boulevard to N. Lau.ar Boulevard

Shared Roads are those where you see green bicycle route signs to indioate you night
encounter a bicyclist and to assure bicyclists that they are on the bicycle route.
Typically, the curb is not as wide as a wide curb lane. Shared roads in the two
neighborhoods include W. 35th Street from MoPac to N. Lamar Blvd, Jefferson Street from
Gaston Avenue to 35th Street, and Windsor Road from MoPac to N. Lamar Boulevard.

Proposed Change to the Central West Austin Neighborhood Plan

In response to recent input regarding the bicycle lanes, we agree to change the draft
plan to revise the term ‘bicycle lane” to “ wide curb lane” for Harris Blvd and Gaston
Avenue (and will amend the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan accordingly) . I am proposing this for
several reasons. First, there was an identified need in the neighborhood planning
process. The City must remain true to the planning process established for the
neighborhood plan. One sianificant part of the process was that recommendations that
would be contained in the plan wculd be made by people who attended the neighborhood plan
meetings. Second, “ wide curb lane “ dces nc: affect parking and since the wide curb
lane already exists, would not require further attention by the City, other than possibly
installing pavement markings and/or signs. Third, I must update the map and Table T—1 to
show the Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan recommended bicycle lanes and existing
conditions. This will result in the map changing many of those requests made during the
neighborhood planning process to bicycle lanes recommended in the Austin 2009 Bicycle
Master Plan and includes Northwood Road from Jefferson Street to Harris Boulevard, 2th
Street from Jefferson Street to N. lamar Boulevard, and Jefferson Street from 35th Street
to Enheridge Avenue.

Proposed Change to the Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan

Based on the concerns that many of you have raised, the City’s Public Works Department has
agreed to amend the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan recommendation for Harris Boulevard and
Gaston Avenue. The average daily traffic, or ADT, for Harris Blvd. is right at the 2,000
trip per day thresnold wh:ch warrants bicycle lanes. Given that the traffic volume ano
patterns are not likely to change significantly in the future for Harris Blvd., this is a
reasonable change. Gastcn Avenue has under 1, ZOO trips per day. The City Bicycle Master
Plan is amended as needed, once a good number of amendments are identified, currently we
anticipate an amendment perhaps in Fall 2010.

Process for Installing a Bicycle Lane

There are three ways in which a bicycle lane could be built. One is by neighborhood
request. Another is it a road will be undergoing maintenance (road reconstruction or
resurfacing) . This helps to reduce the cost of construction and benefits residents by
doing all the work at one time. The third way is to have a project that is ranked as a
high priority by the City. Bicycle lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods are
generally scored as a low priority when compared to other streets in the City. For
example, there are many other roads with much higher traffic volumes and/or streets
serving multiple bicycle attractors (such as shopping areas, employment centers, and/cr
schools) than those in Pen’certon Heights or BryKer Woods.

Just because a requested bioycle lane is listed in the neighborhood plan or bicycle master
plan doea not mean that a bicycle lane will be built. The City wiLl work closely with
neighborhoods most affected by bicycle lanes. As such, all property owners, those with
utility accounts such as renters and businesses, and neighborhood associations will
receive a notice letting people know that the City is interested in installing a bicycle
lane. At this time, the City will work with all stakeholders to gain feedback on the
proposed plan. As part of the implementation ci building a bicycle lane, studies would
be conducted to determine feasibility and whether the demand for parkins outweighs the
need for bicycle lanes, and in some cases it may be that the bicycle lane may not be
installed after going through this second, more focused process.

Public Meetings for the Neighborhood Elan

As the Central West Austin Neighborhood Plan is nearing completion (the Final Open House
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was held on March 4, 2OIO, the plan will begin the public hearing process that willresult in the adoption of the plan. The plan roust be presented to the Planning Commissionfor their recommendation then to City Council for the adoption of the plan. As these arepublic meetings, you are welcomed to attend and express your opinions. I am currently inthe process of establishing the dates which I hope happen in fate spring and early summer.You will receive notice of the clan if you are a property owner or have a utility accountin Pen-berton Heights, Bryker Woods, Tarrytown, and Deep Eddy. If you would like toreceive an e—mail notification, you must go to
http: //www.oi.austin. tx.us/planning/neighborhood/cw austin.htm and add your contact
information.

Please note that all of your responses have been recorded and will be included as part ofthe neighborhood plan.

Thank you all for your responses.

Paul
Pal Diliusepue, Priconpal Planner
City of Austin Planning and Development Review Department
505 Barton Scrings Rd., 5th floor
Austin, TX 78704
paul.digiuseppe@oi.austin.tx. us
Phone: (512) 974—2865
Fax: (512) 974—6054
Mailing address: P.O. Box :086, Austin, TX 78767
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Di G i use ppe, Pau I

From: n ‘;t’,;. rn

Sent: Friday, April 23, 2010 5:22 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: bike lanes in Pembrton

Paul,

I am opposed to designated bike lanes on Pemberton streets as they are narrow and already difficult with existing
parked autos. I would suggest a better path along Shoal Creek would be of great interest. Some of the paved
pathway is fine but the gravel part of the trail through Zilker north to Gaston is sometimes a challenge. I am not
sure if bikes are supposed to be on sidewalks but I have used them for the convenience.

Sincerely,

Oscar Robinson

5/20/2010
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Jody Farme

Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 8:27AM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: I’m a Pemberton Resident and Support New Bike Lanes in Pemberton

Mr. DiGiuseppe,

No doubt you’re aware of a Petter sent to me and my neighbors by members of PHNA, Ms. Beynon and Mr.
Rose. The Petter suggested we voice our opinions of the plan to you. Well I’ve reviewed the plan and I support it
fully.

Promoting cycling should continue to be a top priority for Austin. There is no more fun, healthy and
environmentally friendly means of transportation. And adding bike paths is one of the best thing we can do to
keep it safe.

Additionally, in my opinion, two of the Petter’s suggested negatives are actually positives for homeowners:

Cut thru traffic — I welcome cut thru-cycling traffic. It will keep the cut-thru car traffic out. And when my Syr old
boys are playing in the street, I’d rather them take their chances with a 1801b commuter on a 301b bike going
15MPH, vs. a 4,000 Suburban going 40mph.

Restrictions on street parking—I’ve long wished my neighbors would park in their driveways and garages. On
street parking is a safety hazard, a problem for garbage/mail/package service and an invitation to petty theft. If
a bicycle lane means you have to move your car, then great.

Thank you for your thoughtful planning. I look forward to enjoying the bike lanes with my family.

Jody Farmer
Vice President, Strategic Marketing

fax: 512.249.5209 cell: 512.745.2428
tel; 512.996.8663 x128

2421 Jarratt Ave.,
Austin, TX 78703
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: John Sheffield I.

Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2U10 5:03 PM

To: Beaudet, Annick

Cc: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: Re: Bicycle Master Plan

Annette. thanks for the note- I received a nice descriptive set of answers from Paul as well on another
email question I had for him.
Thank you both for your time in answering my questions, and more importantly doing such good work
for the City and its residents.
Again, I appreciate your responses and efforts.
Sincerely,
John

On Tue, Mar 30, 2010 at 5:14 PM, Beaudet, Annick <Annick.Beaudet@ci.austin.tx.us> wrote:
Mr Sheffield:

It was a pleasure speaking with you yesterday, and hope was able to answer all your questions and
concerns. As discussed, I will follow up with an email to you and Mr. DiGiuseppe (tomorrow) regarding the
intent to revisit the bicycle route currently on Northwood (Jefferson to Harris) to determine if it is needed and
amend the City’s Bicycle Plan accordingly at that time (probably Fall 2010 at the earliest, as that is when we
may do the 1st amendment to that Plan). I just wanted to let you know I haven’t forgotten, I just have other
items I needed to get to today.

Sincerely,

Annick C. Beaudet, AICP
Program consultant. Planning
Neighborhood Connectivity Division
Department of Public Works
City of Austin
505 Barton Springs Road, Suite 900
Austin, Texas 78704
office 512-974-6505
coil 512-784-3085

From: Beaudet, Annick
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 10:04 AM
To:
Cc: DiGiuseppe, Paul
Subject: Bicycle Master Plan

Mr. Sheffield:

Mr. DiGuiseppe forwarded me your e-mail regarding bicycle counts related to the Bicycle Master Plan and the
Central West Austin Plan. Is there a time we can schedule a phone conversation to discuss?

5/20/2010
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Annick C. Beaudet, AICP
Program Consultant - Planning
Neighborhood Connectivity Division
Department of Public Works
City of Austin
505 Barton Springs Road, Suite 900
Austin, Texas 78704
office 512-974-6505
cell 512-784-3085

John Sheffield
(M)512-363-2692

www.linkedin.com/inijohnsheffield

5/20/20 10
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: James Damon4J J. .

Sent: Friday, March 26,201011:11 AM

To: Robert Albach
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes and “EC”

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Red

Thanks for this message, Robert.

There seems to be a misconception in the neighborhood that all cyclists are in favor of special treatment.
bike lanes, limiting homeowners’ rights to par, etc.
As someone who has been living, driving and cycling in the neighborhood for over 40 years, I beg to
point out that this is not so.
It is an injustice to “tar all cyclists with the same brush” and we “mature” cyclists also get bullied by
helmeted daredevils, especially those racing on the Hike and Bike Trail.
Many of us old-timers have a “deja vu” feeling about this latest offensive by certain cyclists who
sacrifice the interest of the many to the convenience of the few.

We have gone through this before.
15 -20 years ago Austin was targeted by a highly organized and politically savvy bunch of bike techies
crusading for an elitist fad called “Effective Cycling” (EC.)
“Effective Lobbying” would have been a more appropriate term for it.

5/20/20 10



Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 2 of 7

They took their name from a book written by John Forester, an engineer turned bicycle racer.
The EC gang announced that we common-sense meek and mild cyclists who unobtrusively get around
on bikes are doing everything wrong.
They preached that because a bike is a “vehicle,” cyclists should conduct themselves like drivers of
motor vehicles.
Instead of avoiding cars and riding on side streets and alleyways, we should ride our bikes in the middle
of traffic and “take command of our lane.”
But the “vehicle” category is much too broad, since it includes everything from skateboards to the
Starship Enterprise.
“Take command of your lane” got a lot of people killed in urban traffic.

The EC gang, with help from helmet manufacturers, also persuaded City Hall that all cylists should wear
crash helmets.
They did this even though they knew that helmets increase the severity of whiplash in case the cyclist is
hit by a car.
[It is obvious that helmets intensify whiplash because they add weight to the rider’s head.
If a cyclist suffers whiplash, even a little extra weight on the top of his head greatly increases stress on
his Ajax vertebra.
This is the most vulnerable part of the body, where the spinal cord meets the brain stem.
Children are especially vulnerable to whiplash because their neck muscles are less developed than
adults’ muscles.]

The EC gang also persuaded the city to paint stripes down the middle of residential streets, call them
“bike lanes” and forbid homeowners to park in front of their own houses.
The EC gang seemed to have unlimited time to lobby City Council, badger city bureaucrats and attend
never-ending “planning sessions.”
They persuaded City Hall that they represented the majority of cyclists. which was far from true.
The only Council member who rode a bike was Max Nofziger and he was unable to enlighten the other
council members.
It took some time before we common sense cyclists were able to organize the League of Voting Cyclists
(LVC) and fight back.

A couple of years passed and Austin’s fatality rate in bicycle collisions went up instead of down, as it
has done in every city that mandated crash helmets.
Perhaps the most tragic incident was that of young Tommy Churchill, who complained to friends that he
resented being forced to buy a helmet but could not afford to pay the penalty for not wearing one.
In September of 1996 he was hit by a car on South Lamar while wearing his “neckbreaker” and suffered
a whiplash that separated his spinal cord from his brain stern.

The EC gang caused a lot of mischief in addition to the mandatory helmet ordinance.
Common-sense cyclists were alienated from City Hall and the police as well as the EC gang.
Concerned parents discouraged their children from riding bicycles because they were convinced that
cycling is a dangerous activity requiring special protection.
Relations between motorists and all cyclists worsened.
Homeowners were alienated because they could no longer park in front of their houses; some of them
cut down trees and paved their front yards.
Irate motorists threw glass bottles in the bike lanes so that nobody could use them.
Bicycle usage decreased in Austin.

The BC gang lobbied the Legislature 10 make helmets mandatory statewide but, thanks primarily to Jerry
Sadler, the Legislature resisted and went on to repeal the mandatory helmet law for motorcyclists; there

5/20/2010



Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page13 of 7

too, fatalities were increasing while usage was decreasing.
Finally the City of Austin repealed its mandatory helmet law.
Common-sense cycling returned, bicycle usage again increased, fatalities decreased and relations
between cyclists and motorists improved.
Now the EC gang is back.
It has been dormant for ten years or so, but it obviously is not dead.
(It just smells that way!)

As for the issue of coming to a dead stop at every sign: very few cyclists or motorists do so, and for
good reason.
It requires a lot more human or mechanical energy to overcome the inertia of a complete stop than to
just slow down to 3 or 5 mph.
People who enjoy breathing should consider that coming to a complete stop causes a car to produce
more noxious fUmes.
Wide intersections with open views should have “Yield” instead of “Stop” signs.

Best regards,

J M Damon
1600 Northwood

On Wed, 3/24/10, Robert Albach i> wrote:

From: Robert Albach <ttI1@trr pr’”
Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
To: <egsc , “E ” ward .
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Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 4 of 7
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Date: Wednesday, March 24, 2010, 10:52 AM

I find the concept of “safe and speedy” as confusing. Wasn’t the goal of traffic calming and the lower
speed limits incongruent with the concept that “speedy” equals “safe”. Is there perhaps research showing
that increased speeds in neighborhoods results in greater safety?

I would appreciate the opportunity to see the data showing the doubling of travel times due to the two or
three new stop signs. Ifa Irip is 5 minutes long then each stop sign stop along Harris wo&d last for say 1
and half minutes?

5/20/2010



Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 5 of 7

1 would also like to learn of the hiking trail that follows Lamar from Research Blvd. to the Lady Bird
Lake.

While I happen to agree that many bicyclists do not stop at the stop signs I believe that drivers (myself
included at times) rarely actually stop their car at a stop sign as well.

I’m not in favor of all the bike lane options but the discussion would benefit from some thought out
commentary.

Thanks,

-Robert

From: Elise Schram {niltnse’-pmEj1sm]
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2010 8:32 AM
To: Edward Tasch: DiGiuseppe, Paul aaniei : @
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Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 6 of 7

w sb ; yu29
Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

It sounds as if a lot of you want on-street parking, but I strongly oppose the Transportation
Chapter Drafi Plan for the Pemberton Heights Neighborhood as shown on page 14 of the Final
Draft for these reasons.
1) It will further hinder the safe and speedy movement of people living here to school, work,
grocery store, post office, etc. The bike lane along Exposition Blvd. and the multitude of poorly
placed stop signs in Pemberton Heights have greatly increased commute times to double that
prior to their addition.

2) A hike/bike trail already exists along Lamar B]vd. that stretches from Research Blvd. to the
lake.

3) It appears that the vast majority of bike riders already in Pemberton Heights are recreational
riders. They consistently ignore traffic laws and display an attitude of road ownership that puts
themselves, pedestrians (especially neighborhood children and pets), and motorists at risk of
serious injury.
4) Addition of bike lanes will not enhance the lives and environment of this neighborhood’s
residents.

Bicycle users should use existing bike lanes and not burden Pemberton Heights with even more
cut-through traffic than we are experiencing now.

Elise

Original Message

From: Edward Tasch

Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 7:28 PM

Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Many thanks for the update Paul. You forgot to mention that property owners are not entitled to on street parking nor do they
own the street in front of their home. Please con’ect rue if I am wrong and cite code. Thanks.

Best Regards,
Edward A. Tasch & amp;
nbsp:

Please note that this electronic co,nmunication (including any attached document) may contain privileged and/or confidential information. This
communication is intended onlyfor the use of indicated e-mail addressees. Ifyou are not an intended recipient of this communication, please be
advised that any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this communication or any attached document is strictly prohibited. Ifj:ou have receited this communication in error, please notij5 the sender immediately by reply e’mail and promptly destroy all electronic and printed
copIes of this ccmmunication and am’ attached document.

From: “DiGiuseppe, Paul” <Paul.DiGiuseppe@ci.austin.tx.us>

5/20/20 10
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: John Sheffield [jehrnnLietwr-c

Sent: Friday, March 26, 2010 11:57AM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Thank you. Paul. While you are speaking with NCD. please ask them to provide detailed bicycle counts
for each of the streets in which your plan requests bike modifications.
The city would not consider any traffic calming modifications until many such counts were made.
Similarly, I just looked at the NCD website and supporting materials and see that they made bike counts
along the potential Nueces bike boulevard, so they have the capability to do this.
I think the neighborhood and homeowners should be aware of the small number of bikers who benefit
while the substantially higher number of homeowners are opposed to this.
My bike count guess is less than 10 average daily along Northwood,

You already have my strong opposition to this bike portion of the plan (if it includes “bike lanes” as
defined) and it is such that it would cause me personally to be of strong opposition to the entire broader
Neighborhood Planning plan (despite the potential positives in the other sections of the plan).

Like others, I do appreciate your and your teams effort and dedication in the planning process.
John Sheffield
1305 Northwood
On Fri, Mar 26, 2010 at 11:11 AM, DiGiuseppe, Paul <Paul.DiGiuseppe@ci.austin.tx.us> wrote:

Dear All:

I’ve receive some follow-up technical questions based on my previous e-maiL I am working with someone in
the Neighborhood Connectivity Division and hope to get a response to your questions on Monday.

Thank you for your comments.

Paul

Paul DiGiuseppe, Principal Planner
City of Austin Planning and Development Review Department
505 Barton Springs Rd., 5th floor
Austin, TX 78704
pj.djgiuseppcci.austin.tx.us
Phone: (512) 974-2865
Fax: (512) 974-6054
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1088, Austin, TX 78767

John Sheffield
(M) 512-363-2692

www linkedin.com/iwjohnsheffield
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Susan Erickson [cai.ijgfl_ .t4am1

Sent: Friday, March 26. 2010 12:13 PM
To: DiGiuseppe, Paul
Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
Follow Up Flag: FoDow up

Flag Status: Red

Paul-- I have lived in my house on Preston for 35 years. I’m 64 so I have gone from being the youngest
one on the block to being the oldest. I now see things from a senior citizen’s point of view and think the
person living in their house 24/7 needs some respect. I mean this in regard to people on Northwood
needing parking space for elderly visitors, workmen, or caregivers. My husband and 1 keep our own
cars in the garage but with McMansion requirements (which I support) they are ofien used for sports
gear. luggage, etc. Common sense says that homeowners in a neighborhood value parking space in
front of their homes even though they don’t own the space. Thank you for your time.

Susan Erickson

On Mar 26, 2W 0. at 11:11 AM. “DiGiuseppe. Paul” <Pau1.DiGiuseppeci.austin.tx.us> wrote:

Dear AD:

I’ve receive some follow-up technical questions based on my previous e-mail, am working with
someone in the Neighborhood Connectivity Division and hope to get a response to your questions
on Monday.

Thank you for your comments.

Paul

Paul DiGiuseppe. Principal Planner
City of Austin Planning and Development Review Department
505 Barton Springs Rd., 5th floor
Austin, TX 78704
paul.digiyseppeci.austinfl.us
Phone: (512)974-2865
Fax: (512) 974-6054
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1088. Austin, IX 78767
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Edward Tasch

Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 10:09 PM

To: Davis ; ;
n© ;
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Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Follow Up Flag: FoVow up

Flag Status: Red

Yes, thank you Paul. While I respecttully disagree with many of the others comments (I happen to live on
Northwood across the street from Ms. Deirdre Earls) and my opinion is evidently that of the minority, I do
appreciate the compromise allowing some concession to be made for neighborhood pedestrians and cyclists.

Best Regards,
Edward A. Tasch
voice/fax 512.478.1337
http://vvww.BrykerWoqzds.org

P/ease note that this electronic communication (including any attached document) may contain privileged and/or confidential
information, This communication is intended only for the use of indicated e-mail addressees. If you are not an intended recipient of
this communication, please be advised that any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this communication
or any attached document is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately by reply e-mail and promptly destroy all electronic and printed copies of this communication and any attached
document,

From: Alison Davis Frey <--spri ft,..,.,..,.r...srn>
Date: Thu, 25 Mar 2010 10:33:03 -0700
To: “DiGiuseppe, Paul” <Paul.DiGiuseppe@ci.austin.tx.us>, ,
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,
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Conversation: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Paul,

Thank you for your comments below and for consideration of everyone’s opinions. As an
opponent to bicycle lanes in our neighborhood and a resident of Gaston Ave., I greatly
appreciate your willingness to amend the plan to reflect only wide lanes on Gaston and Harris.
I have spoken to many of my neighbors about this issue and they all agree that we would
rather maintain the ability to have on-street parking than have additional bicycle lanes.
Unfortunately, there are many bicyclists around town who display a disproportionate attitude
of entitlement and disregard for those with whom they share the road. Personally, I feel safer
playing with and strolling my children on a road that discourages, not encourages more bicycle
traffic. I am also certain that eliminating on street parking on Gaston would have caused a
very dangerous situation on the few side streets that would receive all of the additional parked
vehicles. Finally, the convenience of being able to park or have visitors and servicemen park in
front of your house is an extremely valuable aspect of any property and one that we all
counted on when we purchased our homes. While we may not be entitled to this on-street
parking strictly speaking, we all want to protect the value of our property and these values do
have a direct impact on the city’s tax base.

Regards,

Alison Frey

From: Disiuseppe, Paul [maflto: Paul.DiGiuseppe©cE.austin.tx.us)
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 4:51 PM
To

5/20/20 10
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Fran Ramsey..
..

—et]
Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 4:19 PM
To: BRYANCHESTER@DeII.com
Cc: ;
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Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Red

Thank you. Bryan for cutting to the chase.

To address Mr. Tasch’s point about property values, it is my opinion that decisions of
most ‘contemporary buyers” attracted to Pemberton and Bryker Woods are not based on expectations of
bike lanes or sidewalks maybe being installed. It is obvious to all prospective buyers that we do not
have sidewalks, bike lanes, or wide streets. What you see is what you get. But we do have some
unique stuff here. If bike lanes and sidewalks are of primary concern, there are other
neighborhoods people can choose. There will always be folks wanting to live here. 1, for one, do not
want our narrow streets made even smaller by bike lanes.

I suggest that one cheap and easy way to a more pedestrian friendly neighborhood would be social
pressure on buyers to require their remodeling workmen to park on one side of the street. The huge
trucks constantly parked on both sides of our streets are making us cross and irritated. Several years

5/20/2010
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ago the house on the corner of Wooldridge and Gaston was extensively remodeled. The owners posted
signs Workmen park only on the east side of Wooldridge’. These owners, while supervising their job,
frequently reminded the workmen involved to park on the east side and they required their workmen to
move from the west side of the street if parked there. Sometifi!öwners do not think of the
inconvenience they are causing their future neighbors until they themsek e are similarly
inconvenienced; a friendly call from their to-be next door neighbors during construction might help to
alleviate this situation. I have lived next door to a huge remodeling project for over a year. The
construction supervisor has made every effort to accommodate my needs when I wanted the street clear
for events or projects of my own.

Fran Ramsey
2401 Pemberton Place

On Mar 25, 2010, at 1:24 PM. wrote:

Paul, like traffic calming, we have quite a mix opposition from the bike lanes through Pemberton.
Should we just give you a petition with a number of signatures to cease all activities?

Bryan Chester
Director. SMB S&P Americas
512.632.4788 (cell)
PPease send any mments to my manager:

From: Alison Davis Frey [marQ_av—p,... l
Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 12:33 PM
To: DiGiuseppe,
Paul
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Deirdre Earls [ciJILIThi..m]

Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 1:08 PM

To: ‘Alison Davis Frey; DiGiuseppe, Paul

Cc: ; alind ;
@ho ;

l 1 ;
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

A bike lane already exists in front of my house. Whereas I’m situated on one of the busiest streets in
our neighborhood, problems associated with car traffic are literally null compared to the problems
associated with a lack of street parking on our block for visitors and servicepeople. If a truck isn’t too
large, service people are forced to pull into my driveway. Those with large trucks or trailers have told
me they won’t service my property because they can’t fit in my driveway and parking on the street will
render towing or a ticket. Neighbors and their visitors/servicepeople who also have no access to street
parking have created repeated obstructions of my driveway thereby making it impossible to simply exit
my own properly on multiple occasions. Other servicepeople with large trucks have either pulled their
truck directly across my front yard because they had no parking, or they roll over the edges of my yard
at both my driveway and at my neighbor’s driveway. I’m not one who has a gorgeous yard like many in
our neighborhood, but I can report that rolling over driveway curbs on both sides of my property and
driving into my yard destroyed all plant-life asunder those truck wheeels for about 1.5 years- Forget
entertaining and dinner parties; asking visitors to park on another street is certainly not convenient for
them and it’s probably not even considerate of their safety. There was no bike lane in front of my house
when I purchased on Northwood. A few months ago the “no parking” sign just appeared in my front
yard without any input from me. You can bet that if a no parking sign had been in front of this house
while I was considering its purchase. I would not have purchased this property. And you can bet other
prospective buyers will be thinking the same thing if they and their visitors can’t park in front of your
house either. I wouldn’t wish this on an enemy, much less a neighbor. and especially not on a neighbor
with extraordinarily high property taxes that find abundant bike lanes in austin. most of which that
neighbor will probably never use.

I walk our neighborhood streets, sidewalks and trails about two hours every day. Whereas car traffic has
been easy to avoid with awareness, a random survey of bicyclists virtually anywhere in Austin will show
that the majority of them don’t follow the most obvious rules for safe transportation for anyone on the
road. They ride in the evenings with no illuminated light on the front or back or neither end of their
bike. They double up with cars in a single lane when approaching a stop sign. They often don’t bother
to even slow down at stop signs, much less come to a stop. They don’t announce their silent approach to
pedestrians on the same route and/or they don’t pass with any regard for anyone else even when they do
announce their approach. Sidewalks are not necessarily any protection for pedestrians. My 75 pound
dog has been run over by a hit-and-run bicyclist and just two days ago i was almost hit by a bicyclist
who not only didn’t announce his passing but whizzed by me on my right hand side. Whereas I used to
frequent the sidewalk along the west side of Lamar, I no longer do so because of the number of bikers
there who exemplifz the above reckless behavior. Perhaps because there’s no way to identi’ nor hold
accountable bicyclists, they’re too often not just rude but hazardous .... and this at the expense of
everyone else.

5/2012010
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I own and rent out several other cottages in central Austin, none of which are characterized by heavy
traffic of recreational cyclists nor restricted off street parking. My property taxes are lower there and
none of the above issues ever happened while I lived at any other the other addresses.

Best wishes,

deirdre earls, mba, rd, Id
www.yourheahngdjet.com

0 512.453.8784.
c 512.351.1679.

From: Alison Davis Frey [mailtaiebcQmJ
Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 12:33 PM
To: DiGiuseppe, Paul; ;
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Pa ul,

Thank you for your comments below and for consideration of everyone’s opinions. As an opponent to bicycle
lanes in our neighborhood and a resident of Gaston Ave., greatly appreciate your willingness to amend the plan
to reflect only wide lanes on Gaston and Harris. I have spoken to many of my neighbors about this issue and
they all agree that we would rather maintain the ability to have on-street parking than have additional bicycle
lanes. Unfortunately, there are many bicyclists around town who display a disproportionate attitude of
entitlement and disregard for those with whom they share the road. Personally, I feel safer playing with and
strolling my children on a road that discourages, not encourages more bicycle traffic. lam also certain that
eliminating on street parking on Gaston would have caused a very dangerous situation on the few side streets
that would receive all of the additional parked vehicles. Finally, the convenience of being able to park or have
visitors and servicemen park in front of your house is an extremely valuable aspect of any property and one that
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Alison Davis Frey [.jb rb mJ

Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 12:33 PM
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Paul,

Thank you for your comments below and for consideration of everyone’s opinions. As an opponent to bicycle
lanes in our neighborhood and a resident of Gaston Ave., I greatly appreciate your willingness to amend the plan
to reflect only wide lanes on Gaston and Harris. I have spoken to many of my neighbors about this issue and
they all agree that we would rather maintain the ability to have on-street parking than have additional bicycle
lanes. Unfortunately, there are many bicyclists around town who display a disproportionate attitude of
entitlement and disregard for those with whom they share the road. Personally, I feel safer playing with and
strolling my children on a road that discourages, not encourages more bicycle traffic. lam also certain that
eliminating on street parking on Gaston would have caused a very dangerous situation on the few side streets
that would receive all of the additional parked vehicles. Finally, the convenience of being able to park or have
visitors and servicemen park in front of your house is an extremely valuable aspect of any property and one that
we all counted on when we purchased our homes. While we may not be entitled to this on-street parking
strictly speaking, we all want to protect the value of our property and these values do have a direct impact on
the city’s tax base.

Regards,

Alison Frey

From: DiGiuseppe, Paul [mailto:Paul.DiGiuseppe@ci.austin.tx.us]

52O2O 10
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Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 4:51 PM
To: A ;
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Subject: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Dear All:

Thank you for your recent c-mails and phone calls concerning your opinions about bicycle lanes in the Pemberton Heights
and Bryker Woods neighborhoods. I have received many c-mails and phone calls from residents in these neighborhoods.
The great majority of the e-niails and telephone calls express concern about the proposed bicycle lanes throughout the
neighborhood with the highest level of concern over Harris Boulevard and Northwood Road Most of the concerns focused
on the potential loss of on-street parking for residents. Other concerns include the change in neighborhood character,
increased cut-through traffic of bicycles and vehicles, and concern over bicycle and vehicle conflicts. I have also received
comments from people who support bicycle lanes. The major reason is bicycle safety.

The Central We,ct Austin Neighborhood Planning Process

The Central West Austin Neighborhood planning initiative began in June 2007 with a Kickoff meeting which was then
followed by a series of special-topic meetings. On October 17, 2007, the City Bicycle Program conducted a presentation as
part of the special-topic meetings to explam the pros and cons of bicycle lanes; mostly related to on-street parking. The
intent was to assure that those asking for bicycle lanes understood the on-street parking trade off. If you would like to view
the presentation please go to fly ftp ci j5jin ixjjs_npzd.
1 7web’PowerPoint Oct 1 7pdf
After the presentation by the City Bicycle Program. neighborhood stakeholders where asked to indicate on a map where they
would like to seethe filling in of gaps in the bicycle network. The map showed existing bicycle lanes as well as bicycle lanes
that were recommended (but not built) in the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan. The attendees proceeded to draw on the map where
they would like to see new bicycle lanes that were not included as part of the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan. There was no
recorded objection to the recommendations made at these meetings as well as a mid-process open house held in April 2008.
The end result is the map in which you responded. For more information on the neighborhood plan, please go to
http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/.pianning/neighborhood/cwaustin.htm.

The Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan

In an effort to update the list of needs for bicycle facilities throughout the City, the City updated the 1998 Bicycle Master
Plan by adopting the Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan. The update included new segments of bicycle routes and
recommendations for how to accommodate bicycles on those bicycle route street segments (such as bicycle lanes, wide curb
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

____

-__________

_____ ____________________________

From: Adrienne lngIis4 a

Sent: Thursday. March 25, 2010 7:29 AM

To: Edward Tasch
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Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Red

I also walk in the neighborhood, and bike, and drive. i’ve never felt in danger from any pedestrians or
cyclists or dogs or strollers. Much more dangerous are the cats, any cars, but especially ones in a
hurry. Yes, there’s a nearby trail, but our neighborhood is uniquely situated for cyclists to connect to the
trail safely from other parts of west Austin. The Westoverft4orthwood exit at MoPac is the safest in the
area to cross MoPac. I agree that bike lanes would enhance our neighborhood’s value and
livability. Thanks. Adrienne

On Mar 24, 2010, at 9:33 PM, Edward Tasch wrote:

I regularly walk in the neighborhood frequently pushing a stroller, and in my opinion bike lanes
will make neighborhood pedestrian activity much safer. Dodging in and out of parked cars on
narrow streets with speeding traffic is real safety concern for those residents who walk and bike
in the neighborhood.

Regarding a potential drop of property values associated with the installation of bike lanes.
Contemporary buyers are looking for neighborhoods th are pedestrian friendly. Bicycle lanes
will make pedestrian activity safer for our neighborhood. Therefore improvhg not only the
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neighborhood quality of life but also the coveted values of neighborhood property.

Until our neighborhood receives sidewalks, I will be in total support for bike lanes.

Best Regards,
Edward A. Tasch
voice/fax 512.4781337
http.llwww . SLYkgCWPMS±pig

P/ease note that th/s electron/c communication (including any attached document) may contain privileged and/or
confidential information. This communication /s intended only for the use of indicated e-mail addressees. If you are
not an in tended recipient of this communication, p/ease be advised that any disclosure, dissemination, distribution,
copying, or other use of this communication or any attached document is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, p/ease notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and promptly destroy all electronic
and printed copies of this communication and any attached document.

From: Teddy Kinney <4adtt’ .:,ztkL.Ll.net>
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 10:35:36 -0500
To: Elise Schram’ arn , d
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

We II, I’m continuing to follow this discussion; and I agree too many bike lanes in
Pemberton will not enhance our neighborhood. However, my home is on lower
Gaston, and my office is in the front of the house; and I watch the traffic as it
moves past here. I particularly fear for the bicyclists going downhill. Mostly they
are families with small children. There are also numerous strollers, many pushed
by nannies, often two abreast, going up or down up. For the most part, during the
day, there is only a single lane available in the middle of the street for all this
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Edward Tascl.et
Sent: Wednesday! March 24, 2010 9:33 PM
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Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Red

I reguiar:y walk in the neighborhood f”ecuerty pushng a stroLer, and in my opinion bke lanes w.! make neighborhooo peaestran activ ry
much safer. Dodging in and cut of parked cars on narrow streets wtir speeding traffic is real safety concern for tose residents wbc walk and
oike in the neighborhood.

Regarding a potential drop of property va’ues associated with the irstaiiat:on of bike lanes. Contenoorary buyers are looking for reighborhoods
that are pedestrian fnendly. Bicycle lanes will make pedestrian activity safer for our neighborhood. Therefore improving not only the
neighborhood quality of life but also the coveted values of neighborhood property.

Until our neighborhood receives sidewalks, I will be in total support for bike lanes.

Best Regards,
Edward A. Tasch
voice)fax 512,478.1332
http :J/ww w.BrvkeWoods.org

Please note that th/s e/ectronic communication (induding any attached document) may contain privileged and/or confidential inl’crmaticn. This ccmmunication is intended
only for the use of indicated e-mail addressees. if you are not an intended recipient of this communication, please be advised that any disdosure, dissemination,
distr,button, copying, or other use of this communication or any stched docorneot is strict/y prohihited. if you have received this communication in error, please noh4’ the
sender immediately by reply e-mail and promptly destroy all electronic and printed copies of this communication and any attached document.

From: Teddy Kinney <tcd.i’
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 10:35:36 -0500
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Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 2 of 3

Well, I’m continuing to follow this discussion; and I agree too many bike lanes in Pemberton will not enhance our
neighborhood. However, my home is on lower Gaston, and my office is in the front of the house; and I watch the traffic
as it moves past here. I particularly fear for the bicyclists going downhill. Mostly they are families with small children.

There are also numerous strollers, many pushed by nannies, often two abreast, going up or down up. For the most part,
during the day, there is only a single lane available in the middle of the street for all this traffic because of the constant
construction vehicles parked on both sides of the street along with the other maintenance people we all hire to help take
care of our homes. The speed limit signs are rarely even visible and certainly not complied with not even by the city
officials driving their front end loaders uphill and down. This route is used to enter the hike and bike trail by us who live
in the neighborhood and possibly some folks coming from Tarrytown. We need to think about our own safety here and
not worry so much about some people riding through our very nice neighborhood. I hope the city wi/I continue to
investigate some way to make this hill safe for our own families using the trail; and we too can consider what reg uiations
we might self impose when doing construction work so as not to turn our neighborhood streets into single lane passways.

Teddy

From: Elise Schram imai m ]
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2010 8:32 AM
to: Edward Tasch; DiGiuseppe, Paul; ta60@ ; ;
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Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pernberton Heights and Bryker Woods

DOMAIN Match (Remove I (Block

3 details
<httpsf/wwwvorne.comfuserguideldetails...dcmain.ht’nl>

V a,2t.,sr rt -SQam Cor:rc’ arel <nt:p. lJwtcw.vme con;qhe.cemaiI5

It sounds as it a lot or you want on-street parking, but I strongly oppose the Transportation chapter Draft Plan for the Pemberton HeightsNeighborhood as shown on page 14 of the Final Draft for these reasons.
1) it wi further hinder the safe and speedy movement of people liv1ng here to school, work, grocery store, post office, etc. The bke lane
a’ong Exposition Blvd and the multitude of poorly placed stop signs in Perrberton Heights have greatly increased comnute t,mes to double
that prior to their addition.
2) A hikelbxe trail a!ready exists a;ong Lamar Blvd. that stretches from Research Blvd. to the lake.
3) It appears that the vast majority of bike riders already in Pemberton Heights are recreationa riders. They consistently ignore traffic laws
and display an attitude of road ownershIp that puts themselves, pedestrians (especially neighborhood children and pets), and motorists at risk
of serious Injury.
4) Addition of bike lanes will not enhance the lives and environment of this neighborhood’s residents.

Bicycle users should use existing bike lanes and not burden Pemberton Heights with even more cut-through traffic than we are experiencing
now.
E.ise

Original Message

From: Edward Tasch mjltgiwrdtryIcerwpgarg.
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Robert Albach [ra rgi—’ —aPi]

Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2010 10.53 AM
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pernbeeton Heights and Brykar Woods
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red

I find the concept of “safe and speedy” as confusing. Wasn’t the goal of traffic calming and the lower speed limits incongruent with the concept thus “speedy” equals “safe”. In
there perhaps research showing that increased speeds in neighborhoods results in gteatet safety?

I would apDreriate tne opoortun ity so see tie data showing t’se doubling 01 travel times due to the two or three new stop signs. ta Vp st miruten long then ear’s stop sgn stop
along Harris would lass for say I and half minutes?

I would also lice to learn of the hiking trait that follows Lamar ti om liesearrb Blvd. to trre Lady alto Late.

While t happen to agree that many bicyclists do not stop at the stop signs I believe that dieters (myself included at times) rarely artualty stop their car at a stop sign as well,

I’m not in favor of alt the bike lane options but the discussion would benefit from some thought out commentary.

Thanks,

Robert

From: Elise Schram
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2010 832 AM
To: Edward Thsch; DiGiseppe, Paul; ; ; ;
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Sobject Re: Bike Lanes L’s Perr,berton hetynts and Bryiter Woods

It sounds as if a lot of you want on-street parking, but I strongly oppose the Transportation Chapter Draft Plan for the Pemberton Heights Neighborhood as shown on
page 14 ofrhe Final Draft for these reasons.
1) It will further hinder the safe and speedy movement of people living here to school, work, grocel’y store, post office, etc. The bike Jane along Exposition Blvd and
the multitude ofpoorty placed stop signs in Pembertots Heights have eatly increased commute tsmes to double that prior 10 their addition.
2) A hike/bike trail already f3:sts along Lamar Blvd. that ssetzkes from Research Blvd. to the lake.
3) Jr appears thai the vast majority ofbike ndets already in Pemberion Heights are recreational riders. They consistently ignore traffic laws and displa> an attitude of
road ownership that puts themselves, pedesrrians (especially neighborhood children and pets), and motorists at nsk of serious injury.
4) Additicn cf bike lan- vill not enhance the lives and environment of this rsighborhood’s residents

Bicycle users should use existing bike lanes and not burden Pember’ton Heights with even more cut-through traffic thao we are experiencing 00w.
Elise

Original Message
From: Ed,watd.Iaach
Sent: Tuesday. March 23, 2010 7.28 PM
Subject: Re’ Bike Lanes’ei Pembedon Heights and Brtilcer Woods

Many thanks for me update Paul. You fcrgot to mention that property owners are not entitled to on street parking nor do they own the street in front oftbei’ home. Pleasecorre ma if t am wrong ard cite ccde. Thanks.

Bert Regards,
Edward A. Tasch
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Re: bike Lanes in k’emberton heights and Bryker Woods Page 2 of 2

l’iease note roar tins eiect’ooic cmmumcefjon (inriudng any attached docuni ant) may contain pviviieged anoint coohdt-,rlal w,fsrmation This mrnmiin:cation is in tended only is, th tune sf,nllncarec e-mail
addressees, if ye-i are ntr an is: ndedrec,Øiont of this commun,catlon, please to athsned that any disdosure. dilseminatlon, distribution, cspylng, or other use oi this communication or any attacheddocun,ent is ntrlcr’y prohibited. if you hare recer.-& this commun,cac,on in erre-, please rocify the sender iminediatefy by repiy e-mail aid prnmpcPy destroy ad tienren;: and printed copies of this:omn.oih,cat:cn arid any attached document.

From: 1oigiuseppe Paul’ <Paul.Diiuseppe@daustin.txus>
Date: Tue. 23 Mar 2010 16:5055 -0500
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Conversation: Bike Lanes in Pernberton Heights and Bryker Woods
Subject: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

notincation (or the public hearing by the Planning Commission and the City Council with regard to the 2009 Bicycle Haster Plan (notification attached),
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L-7Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 1 of 2

DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Teddy Kinney [‘ -..iErrmtJ-

Sent: Wednesday. March 24, 2010 10:36 AM

To; e ; ‘ ; 0a
alir.ds
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anders©
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Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Follow lip Flag: Follow .ip

Flag Status: Red

Well, I’m continuing to follow this discussion; and lagree too many bike lanes in Pemberton wtll not enhance our
neighborhood. However, my home is on lower Gaston, and my office is in the front of the house; and I watch the
traffic as it moves past here. Iparticularlyfearfor the bicyclists going downhill. Mostly they are families with small
children. There are also numerous strollers, many pushed by nannies, ofien two abreast, going up or down up. For
the most part. during the day, there is only a single lane available in the middle of the street for all this traffic
because ofthe constant construction vehicles parked on both sides of the street along with the other maintenance
people we all hire to help take care of our homes. The speed limit signs are rarely even visible and certainly not
complied with not even by the city officials driving their front end loaders uphill and down. This route is used to
enter the hike and bike trail by us who live in the neighborhood and possibly some folks coming from Tarrytown. We
need to think about our own safety here and not worry so much about some people riding through our very nice
neighborhood. I hope the city will continue to investigate some way to make this hill safe for our own families using
the trail; and we too can consider what regulations ne might self impose when doing construction work so as not to
(urn our neighborhood streets into single lane passways.

Teddy

From: ElSe Schram [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2010 o.iz Ai1
To: Edward Tasch; DiCiuseppe, Paul; ail ;

e ; r.aiish54 av il ;
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; cc ;
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Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 2 of 2

Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heghts and Bryker Woods

DOMAIN Match [Remove) [Black I detail
Vanquish Anti-Span, Control Panel

It sounds as if a lot of you want on-street parking, but I strongly oppose the Transportation Chapter Draft Plan for the Peinberton
Heights Neighborhood as shown on page 14 of the Final Draft for these reasons.
I) It will ftrther hinder the safe and speedy movement of people living here to school, work, grocery store, post office, etc. The
bike lane along Exposition Blvd. and the multitude of poorly placed stop signs in Pemberton Heights have greatly increased
commute times to double that prior to their addition.
2) A hikebike trail already exists along Lamar Blvd. thaE stretches from Research Blvd. to the lake.
3) It appears that the vast majority of bike riders already in Pemberion Heights are recreational riders. They consistently ignore
traffic laws and display an attitude of road ownership that puts themselves, pedestrians (especially neighborhood children and
pets), and motorists at risk of serious injury.
4) Addition of bike lanes will not enhance the lives and environment of this neighborhoods residents.

Bicycle users should use existing bike lanes and not burden Pemberton Heights with even more cut-through traffic than we are
experiencing now.
Elise

Original Message
From: ciward Tasch
Sent: Tuesday. March 23. 2010 7:28 PM
Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Many thanks for the update Paul. You forgot to mention that property owners are not entitled to on street parking nor do they own the street in front ofthelr home. Please
correct me 1’’ am wrong and cite code. Thanks,

Best Regards,
Edwad A. latch

awace net, that Li, is elecrron,r rornmur.,ra000 (inoudmq any aitacned dorumanrl may canta,n privileged and/cr centldent,al ,nl’armar;cn. This rammsn,ca elan is intended achy far the use of indicatedmail addressees ft you are net an intended rev.pienr of this con,rnun,cat,en, please be advista that any distlusure, dilsemin,00c, distribution, copyir.g. Or ether use Cf this cernrns-n,cation or anyattached dosjmenr is stnctiy pv,n,bited. ft yni hare received this communication in error, please no 04’ etc sender immediatey by vep5- e-mail and prempt’y dtroy all electronic and printed capes atthin rnrnn.urscat,n and any atrar1,ad dccuniei,t.

From: “DiGiuseppe, Paul” <Pau.I.DiGieppetd,a.uJtin.t.sls>
Date: Toe, 23 Mar 2010 16:5056 -0500

I

Conversation: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and er-yker Woods
Subject: BlIce Lanes in Pernbertcn -

e:gl’ts and Bryker Woods

notification for the public hearing by the Planning Convnission and the City council with regard to tne 200 Bicyde Master P’ar notif-caticn attadied).
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Re: Hike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods Page 1 df 1

DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Ruse Schra1jaa,
0

Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2010 8:32 AM
To:

:
ed C ;

i ; cmcv :

m o
.rcc. l

: n ;
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luckw : m : y g

; , y .n e n s d
h t n :

Subject: Re: Bike Lanes’ Pembertcn Heights and Bryker Woods
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red

It sounds as if a lot of you want on-street parking, but I strongly oppose the Transportation Chapler Draft Plan for lhe Peniberton Heights Neighborhood as shown on
page 14 of the Final Draft for these reasons.
I) It will further hinder the safe and speedy movement cifpenpte wing hereto school, work, grocery store, post office. etc. The bike lane along Fapositiori Blvd. and
the multitude of pocrlv placrd stop signs in Pemberton Heights have greatly increased commute limes to double that pnor to their addition.
2) A hike’btke trail a!ready exists along Lan-ar Blvd. that stretches from Research Blvd. to the ake.
3) It appears that the vast majority afhtke riders already In Petuberton tlcights are recreational riders. They cotists:ently gnore traffic laws and dtspla an attitude oiroad no nership that puss themselt es. pedestrians icspociat neighborhood children and pets), and tootorists at risk’ tfeus nju.
4) Addition ofbike lanes will not enhance the lives and environment ofthis neighborhood’s residents.

Bicycle users should use existing bike lanes and not burden Pembertnn Heights with even more cut-through traffic than we arc cxperienctng now.
Flise

Original Mesaage
Froan: Ed-.vard latch
Sent: Tueaday. Marcn 23. 2010 7.28 PM
Subject: Re: Brine Lanea in Pemberton heights and Etyker W000s

Mar,y tnanks for the update Paul. You forgot to mention that property owners are not enbtled to on street parking nor do they own the street in front of tbsp, home, Pleasecorrect me if I am wrong and cite code. Thanks.

Best Regards,
Edward A. Tasch

Plea se note chat ins elertran,c com’nen,caria,, (ir’clepd,n any attached document) map- contain r,rrv’ieg,d a,,’n-rnf.denl,ar pn,ar,os. rh,a o’nmunirston ‘a .ntended onts’ it, he n, t,, edica red t-madaddreceeo If y,YJ ape car inteeded redcE,nr of (hi, romr’.. cation. please to adveed that a.’ dis ciosaee, erssemppat’tn, cEsthhut’or,. rnpsnnn, or otl,er use ofdasrornpnunicatdn crony areadPadarun,ear in OictEy p’onibpred. If you.? have “eceo’ed ttP?s Csmmun,ra000 in eyes.’, pp-ease nutty r’ie on. erimmediatety byrepfr e’rnait and prnrnpt4- deatrup’ all e,ectvon,r aso printed repros cIrruscepnmuniraticn and any attached document.

From: ‘DiGiuseppe, Paul” <PattDjGiiaeppe@d,ojIsJin.bt.ua>
Date: ‘rue, 23 Mar 2010 16:5056 -0500
To:
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Conversation: B,ke Lerea in Perrbe-ton Heights and Bryker Wooda
Subject: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

not:ttcat’or, for the public hearing by dne Ranning Car,miss:on artc the City Council w’th rega-d to the 2009 Bicyde Maate’ Plan (nctitcation etteateo),
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: John Sheffield

Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 9:58 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Red

Paul.
Thank you for the detailed response. This is great info, if perhaps too much. I recognize you had many
emails and complaints and it would be impossible to respond to each situation individually. I suspect
you know what you can expect now from this neighborhood as this plan moves forward.
It was unclear in your response your plan of action regarding Northwood Rd. Twill continue to read
your updates and changes that you indicated below that you will make, to see if those clarif’ what your
proposal will be regarding Northwood Rd. A couple of points of clarification based on the materials
referenced in your email:
1. Your email and the document “Facilities by Street” indicate Bike Lanes proposed on Northwood
“from Jefferson to Harris”. This is confirmed by 2009 Plan Update p. 138 (or pg 46 of the Bicycle
System 2” subfile). In contrast, the ‘tWA Transportation Final Draft” document shows on the map pg
14 that you have requested bike lanes on Northwood from Harris to Wooldridge. Please delete the blue
dashes representing bike lanes from Harris to Wooldridge on this Transportation Final Draft to match
your email and the other documents. I live along this particular stretch and this is of the greatest concern
to me personally.

2. The Oct 17, 2007 ppt presentation from City Bicycle Program indicated on p. 21 the guideline “No
bike lanes on roads less than 2000 ADT and speed less than 30mph.”

Northwood from Jefferson to Wooldridge is posted at 25 mph
Several studies by APD (2009) and the City (2007 and earlier) in most cases indicate less than 2000

ADT each way and only one of those had a ADT of 2300 going in one particular direction (for that
particular week of testing).

So it would appear that a formal bike lane is not needed here. Let’s just keep with Wide Curb.
No one has been able to document to me a single bicycle accident along this stretch in recent records,

so safety is just not a plausible argument. In fact, another area of the City (Traffic Calming) used that
argument against me as I complained about high speeds—-no accidents/child being run over, then we’re
not doing anything about it. So until there are some bicycle accidents, you shouldn’t do anything about
it.

3. It seems that you made some minor modifications to Harris and/or Gaston based on this rush of email
feedback. However, it appears to me (if I read the long email correctly) that basically you are saying
that we had a chance to participate in the various meetings and that now it is too late to make changes to
the plan. In short, if people don’t like one aspect of the broad plan (such as these bike lanes) they can
decide for themselves if that objection rises to the level of opposing the plan in its entirety. If that is the
case, it will be interesting when the whole plan is presented to the Council and various committees. I
kiow how I think that will turn out.

4. For what it is worth, the speeding of cut-thru traffic in this neighborhood trumps ALL else and I and
many others will actively oppose anything regardless of its other value or intent if one believes that it
will increase speed or traffic. I attended a few of the meetings and I don’t care if it was the Tarrytown
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Randalls or the Seton Hospital Randalls and surrounding area, it didn’t matter what the discussion was
about because to me and those on this street nothing else matters except speed and volume of cut-thru
car traffic. So when you propose apartments above the Randalls, that only means speed and volume of
cars. Bikes... don’t care.. .what’s the impact on car speed and volume? Until the city can do something
about the car speeding and volume, I and others can’t support anything that will potentially make that
worse.

You and your team has worked hard and we appreciate your efforts, and the inherent difficulties in such
an undertaking. I do think that you have a fight on your hands and the momentum in the neighborhood
is building against this plan.
Just my two cents, ok there were 4 points and a comment above so well call it worth a nickel.

John Sheffield
1305 Northwood Rd.

On Tue, Mar 23, 2010 at 4:50 PM, DiGiuseppe, Paul <PfflhiDiGiuseppciJcLjis1ia.txJ1s> wrote:

Dear All:

Thank you for your recent c-mails and phone calls concerning your opinions about bicycle lanes in the Pemberton Heights
and Brvker Woods neighborhoods. I have received many c-mails arid phone calls from residents in these neighborhoods.
The great majority of the c-mails and telephone calls express concern about the proposed bicycle lanes throughout the
neighborhood with the highest level of concern over Hams Boulevard and Northwood Road. Most of the concerns
focused on the potential loss of on-street parking for residents. Other concerns include the change in neighborhood
character, increased cut-through traffic of bicycles and vehicles, and concern over bicycle and vehicle conflicts. I have
also received comments from people t•ho support bicycle lanes. The major reason is bicycle safety.

The Central West Austin Neighborhood Planning Process

The Central West Austin Neighborhood planning initiative began in June 2007 with a Kickoff meeting which was then
followed by a series of special-topic meetings. On October 17, 2007, the City Bicycle Program conducted a presentation
as part of the special-topic meetings to explain the pros and cons of bicycle lanes: mostly related to on-street parking. The
intent was to assure that those asking for bicycle lanes understood the on-street parking trade off. If you would like to
view the presentation, please go to ftp://ftp.ci.austin.tx.us/npzd/cwaiPrevious%2oMeeting%2oMaterials/BikePed%2007-
10-1 7 web/PowerPoint Oct I 7.pdf
After the presentation by the City Bicycle Program, neighborhood stakeholders where asked to indicate on a map where
they would like to see the filling in of gaps in the bicycle network. The map showed existing bicycle lanes as well as
bicycle lanes that were recommended (but not built) in the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan. The attendees proceeded to draw on
the map where they would like to see new bicycle lanes that were not included as pan of the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan.
There was no recorded objection to the recommendations made at these meetings as well as a mid-process open house held
in April 2008. The end result is the map in which you responded. For more information on the neighborhood plan, please
go to http://ci.4ustin.tx.s/plannrng/neighbo[hoo&cw_aiijtjp.htm.

The Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Flat?

In an effort to update the list of needs for bicycle facilities throughout the City, the City updated the 1998 Bicycle Master
Plan by adopting the Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan. The update included new segments of bicycle routes and
recommendations for how to accommodate bicycles on those bicycle route street segments (such as bicycle lanes, wide
curb lanes, and shared lanes). In fact, the update was partially based on the feedback provided during the neighborhood
planning process. Those changes included adding bicycle lanes at Harris Boulevard between Windsor Road and W 32nd
Street; Northwood Road between Jefferson Street and Harris Boulevard; W. 29th Street between Jefferson Street and N.
Lamar Boulevard; and Windsor Road between N. L.amar Boulevard and MoPac. The bicycle route updates, additions and
updates to the specific recommendations to the route street segments in the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan were added based on
public input during multiple City-wide stakeholder meetings, planning judgment regarding needed connectivity to the
existing bicycle route system in area of the City where connectivity was lacking, Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) guidelines on the accommodation of bicycles on roadways. and local knowledge of the City. The public
stakeholder meetings included the Austm Neighborhoods Council, where members of the ANC were specifically directed
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Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 7:28 PM

Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Many thanks for the update Paul. You forgot to mention that propeity owners are not entitled to on street parking nor do they own the street in front ot their home. Pleasecorrect me! lam w-sng ant cite cde. r,ank&

Best Regards.
Ecward A. Tascn

Please note that this elernronir communication (including any ateached document) may tenses privileged and/sr confidential information. rh,srommunicausnisinrendeof anly for nbc use ofisdica red e-mail addressees. ri you are nor an intended recipient of chm commumcatien, please be advised that any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying, or ether use of thiscommunication or any attached document is steictey prohibited. if you ha cc received this commnica non in error, please notify the sender irnmediataiy by reply e-mail and promptly destroy allesectronic and printed copies of this communication and any attached document.

From: DiCiuieppo, Paur’cnaul.Diciusoppe@ti.austin.tx.uS>
Date: Tue 23 Mar 20:3 16:53:55 ‘0506

.

r
‘ .

c
c

c
Subject: Bike Lanes in Pembeyton Heights and Siyker Woods

nct,iiction or tl’a oublic hasring by the Plans,g Ccn’scrisio’s ard the clv Co’Jncil with reqe’d to the 2609 Bicycle MasSe’ Plan nreihcet.oc attached;.
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Susan Morehead L•cAJ

Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 5:29 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: Re: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Red

Dear Mr. DiGiuseppe,

Thank you for your well organized, thorough response regarding bike lanes. I appreciate the links, the
explanations, and the invitation to participate in future meetings. I especially am pleased that you
have designated wide curb lanes rather than bicycle lanes for Harris Boulevard. Now that I understand
the choices, I agree with the one you picked and thank you for it.

Susan Morehead
2508 Harris Blvd
Austin IX 78703

Original Message

From: DiGiuseppe, Paul
To: a m

m @

m
c h m

;

w.? wemc m wm t
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 4:50 PM
Subject: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Dear All:

Thank you for your recent emails and phone calls concerning your opinions about bicycle lanes th the Pemberton Heights
and Bryker Woods neighborhoods. I have received many e-mails and phone calls from residents in these neighborhoods.
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The great majority of the c-mails and telephone calls express concern about the proposed bicycle lanes throughout the
neighborhood with the highest level of concern over Harris Boulevard and Nortlnood Road. Most of the concerns focused
on the potential loss of on-street parking for residents. Other concerns include the change in neighborhood character,
increased cut-through traffic of bicycles and vehicles, and concern over bicycle and vehicle conflicts. I have also received
comments from people who support bicycle lanes. The major reason is bicycle safety.

The Central West Austin Neighborhood Planning Process

The Central West Austin Neighborhood planning initiative began in June 2007 with a Kickoff meeting which was then
followed by a series of special-topic meetings. On October 17, 2007, the City Bicycle Program conducted a presentation as
part of the special-topic meetings to explain the pros and cons of bicycle lanes; mostly related to on-street parking. The
intent was to assure that those asking for bicycle lanes understood the on-street parking trade off. If you would like to view
the presentation, please go to ftp://flp.ci.astth.tx.us/npd/cw’Previpiis%2QMeeting%2QM$erials/Bikçed%20O7-l0-
1 7wçb/PowPointOct I 7.pdf
After the presentation by the City Bicycle Program. neighborhood stakeholders where asked to indicate on a map where
they would like to see the filling in of gaps in the bicycle network. The map showed existing bicycle lanes as well as
bicycle lanes that were recommended (but not built) m the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan. The attendees proceeded to draw on
the map where they would like to see new bicycle lanes that were not included as part of the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan.
There was no recorded objection to the recommendations made at these meetings as well as a mid-process open house held
in April 2003. The end result is the map in which you responded. For more information on the neighborhood plan, please
go to http://www.cLawjin.tx.is/planning/ueighborhood/cwaustimhtm.

The Austin 2009 Bicicle Master Plan

In an effort to update the list of needs for bicycle facilities throughout the City, the Cily updated the 1998 Bicycle Master
Plan by adopting the Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan. The update included new segments of bicycle routes and
recommendations for how to accommodate bicycles on those bicycle route street segments (such as bicycle lanes, wide
curb lanes, and shared lanes). In fact, the update was partially based on the feedback provided during the neighborhood
planning process. Those changes included adding bicycle lanes at Harris Boulevard between Windsor Road and W. 32nd
Street; Northwood Road between Jefferson Street and Harris Boulevard; W. 29th Street between Jefferson Street and N.
Lamar Boulevard and Windsor Road between N. Lamar Boulevard and MoPac. The bicycle route updates. additions and
updates to the specific recommendations to the route street segments in the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan were added based on
public input during multiple City-wide siakehoider meetings. planning judgment regarding needed connectivity to the
existing bicycle route system in area of the Cit’ where connectivity was lacking, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
guidelines on the acconunodation of bicycles on roadways, and local knowledge of the City. The public stakeholder
meetings included the Austin Neighborhoods Council, where members of the ANC were specifically directed to the Route
Street Table (which had all bicycle route streets listed in alphabetical order) and asked to review the bicycle lane
recommendation for streets in their neighborhood. The City stressed, at that meeting, the same as we did at the special-topic
Central West NP meeting, that on-street parking modification would likely be necessary on all streets with bicycle lane
recommendations and encouraged those at the meeting and the ANC meeting to review’ the recommendations for that
reason. Additionally, all registered neighborhood association received notification for the public hearing by the Planning
Commission and the City Council with regard to the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan (notification attached).

For more information on the update, please go to htjp//www.ci.austin.tx.us/yublicworks/bigycicpian.htm. You can see the
specific roads considered for bicycle facilities by going to
http://www.cLaustin.tx.us/publicworks/downloads/dl _facithyrecbyjtreet.pdf

Bicycle Lanes, Wide Curb Lanes, and Shared Roads - Definitions

A bicycle lane is a portion of a roadway that has been designated by swiping or pavement markings for the exclusive use by
bicyclists. The City of Austin prohibits vehicle parking in all new bicycle lanes. Also, the City requires that bicycle lanes
be constructed on both sides of the street, unless the road has a significant hill, in which case an uphill only bicycle lane
might be appropriate. The City typically places bicycle lanes on streets with heavier volumes of traffic such as Exposition
Boulevard and Lake Austin Boulevard. Current bike lanes in the two neighborhoods include Northwood Road fi-om MoPac
to Jefferson Street as well as 29th Street from Jefferson Street to N. Lamar Boulevard.

A Wide Curb Lane is the lane nearest the curb that is wider than a standard lane and provides extra space so that the lane
may be shared by vehicles and cyclists. Existing wide curb lanes in the two neighborhoods include Harris Boulevard from
Windsor Road to 32nd Street, Hartford/Jefferson Street from 24th Street to Gaston Avenue, and Gaston Avenue from
Harris Boulevard to N. Lamar Boulevard
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Laura Sharp

Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 5:04 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: RE: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods
Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Red

Paul, if bike lanes go in on Northwood behveen Jefferson and Harris just where do you think we are
going to have guests park? I think I now spend more in property taxes than mx’ mortgage and for this I
will no longer he able to park in front of my house one day so that people that do not live on my street
or pay the outrageous taxes can whiz by and blow through the stop sign? What are you thinking of
when you sit down to plan this nightmare?

LAURA BELLEGIE SHARP
THE SHARP FIRM
3307 Northland Drive, Ste. 470
Austin, TX 78731

http://www.sharpfirm.com
(W) 512-407-8800
(F) 512-407-8806

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS,
we inform you that any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any
attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i)
avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending
to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

* ** * ** * * *** ** * * * ** * *** * * * * * * *** * ** * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * * * **** * * * * ** *

This message is intended only for the designated recipient(s). It may contain confidential or
proprietary information and may be subject to the attorney-client privilege or other confidentiality
protections. If you are not a designated recipient, you may not review, copy or distribute this
message. If you receive this in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete this
message. Thank you.

From: DiGiuseppe, Paul [mailto:Paul.DiGiuseppe©ci.austin.tx.usj
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 4:51 PM
To:

;
;

;
; ;
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Subject: Bike Lanes in Pemberton Heights and Bryker Woods

Dear Al]:

Thank you for your recent c-mails and phone calls concerning your opinions about bicycle lanes in the Pemberton Heights
and Bryker Woods neighborhoods. I have received many c-mails and phone calls from residents in these neighborhoods.
The great majority of the c-mails and telephone calls express concern about the proposed bicycle lanes throughout the
neighborhood with the highest level of concern over Harris Boulevard and Northwood Road. Most of the concerns focused
on the potential loss of on-street parking for residents. Other concerns include the change in neighborhood character,
increased cut-through traffic of bicycles arid ehicles. and concern over bicycle and vehicle conflicts. 1 have also received
comments from peop]e who support bicycle lanes. The major reason is bicycle safety.

The Central West Austin Neighborhood Planning Process

The Central West Austin Neighborhood planning initiative began in June 2007 with a Kickoff meeting which was then
followed by a series of special-topic meetings. On October 17, 2007. the City Bicycle Program conducted a presentation as
part of the special-topic meetings to explain the pros and cons of bicycle lanes; mostly related to on-street parking. The
intent was to assure that those asking for bicycle lanes understood the on-street parking trade off. If you would like to view
the presentation please go to Un ;ftp cipstin tx us npzdic.wPreioxs%204eetin.g°020Materia1s’BikePed%2O07 10
17 web/PowerPoint Oct 17.pdf
After the presentation by the City Bicycle Program, neighborhood stakeholders where asked to indicate on a map where they
would like to see the filling in of gaps in the bicycle network. The map showed existing bicycle lanes as well as bicycle lanes
that were recommended (but not built) in the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan. The attendees proceeded to draw on the map where
they would like to see new bicycle lanes that were not included as part of the 1998 Bicycle Master Plan. There was no
recorded objection to the recommendations made at these meetings as well as a mid-process open house held in April 2008.
The end result is the map in which you responded. For more information on the neighborhood plan, please go to
http*.ci.austin.txjsilanningn.gighborhood!cwaustin.htm.

The Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan

In an effort to update the list of needs for bicycle facilities throughout the City, the City updated the 1998 Bicycle Master
Plan by adopting the Austin 2009 Bicycle Master Plan. The update included new segments of bicycle routes and
recommendations for how to accommodate bicycles on those bicycle route street segments (such as bicycle lanes, wide curb
lanes, and shared lanes). In fact, the update was partially based on the feedback provided during the neighborhood planning
process. Those changes included adding bicycle lanes at Hams Boulevard between Windsor Road and W, 32nd Street;
Northwood Road between Jefferson Street and Harris Boulevard; W. 29th Street between Jefferson Street and N. Lamar
Boulevard; and Windsor Road between N. Lamar Boulevard and MoPac. The bicycle route updates, additions and updates
to the specific recommendations to the route street segments in the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan were added based on public
input during multiple City-wide stakeholder meetings, planning judgment regarding needed connectivity to the existing
bicycle route system in area of the City where connectivity was lacking. Federal Highway .kdministration (FHWA)
guidelines on the accommodation of bicyc]es on roadways, and local knowledge of the City. The public stakeholder
meetings included the Austin Neighborhoods Council, where members of the ANC were specifically directed to the Route
Street Table (which had all bicycle route streets listed in alphabetical order) atid asked to review the bicycle lane
recommendation for streets in theft neighborhood. The City stressed, at that meeting, the same as we did at the special-topic
Central West NP meeting, that on-street parking modification would likely be necessary on all streets with bicycle lane
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: william mccaleb

Sent: Tuesday. March 23, 2010 2:11 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: Bicycle Lanes

As a resident of Pemberton neighborhood(2607 mccallum dr.) I would like to protest the new bicycles
lanes proprosed. William McCaleb
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Jon Gormi

Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 4:35 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Cc: ‘Carol Gormin’

Subject: Ausstin Bicycle Plan

Dear Mr. GiDiuseppe,

I was recently informed by the Pemberton Heights Neighborhood Association of the bike lane proposals for our
neighborhood. Although this plan may look good on paper, this is not a practical plan for our neighborhood and,
in particular, my street. I Uve on Gaston Avenue between Jefferson and Harris. On this short block, there are
currently 17 children age 12 or younger. These children constantly run across the street, run from house to
house, play in the street and play in the front yards of these homes. Adding bike lanes and additional traffic to
this street is unsafe. In fact, believe strongly the street should have speed bumps installed and additional traffic
should be diverted from Gaston Avenue. Any attempt to add more traffic to Gaston Avenue will substantially
increase the risk of an individual being injured —either a child, a cyclist (which I am one) or both.

I also don’t understand the logic of this plan. Jefferson, 34th and 38th are all more substantial roadways with less
family activity on them. Why would anyone want to promote increasing transportation activity in an environment
with a substantial number of children? This is a dangerous and misguided plan which is theoretically pretty on
paper but practically a recipe for disaster.

As the Principal Planner, you have the principal responsibility for this plan and the risks inherent in it, This plan is
flawed and dangerous. I believe if it is approved someone will get hurt -- please don’t let it be either of my
children.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Sormin
Owner Resource Group. LLC
600 Congress Aye, Suite 200
Austin, TX 78703
512-505-4133 office
917-679-3395 cell
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Deirdre Earls frç
Sent: Monday. March 22, 2010 2:13 PM
To: DiGiuseppe, Paul
Subject: opposed bicycle lanes in our neighborhood

hi paul,

i’m writing you in response to a letter from carolyn beynon and bill rose of my neighborhood
association (pemberton heights).

a bike lane in front of my house has already made it impossible for me to have guests park in front of
my house. this limitation causes endless problems with any kind of service people (plumbers, lawn
services, roof or contractor services, and on and on) who wish to visit or serve my property. this
limitation no doubt also imposes significant financial disadvantages if i ever opt to sell my property.

austin taxpayers already pay far too much in property taxes to support a gazillion opportunitites for
bikers to ride safely without posing risk to pedestrians and car traffic.

i am fully against bike lanes in any residential neighborhood.

deirdre earls, mba, rd, Id

www.yourhealingdiet.com

o 512.453.8784.

c 512.351.1679.
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Kirk Forrester f4*h. jgrnj’
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 2:07 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: comment on bike lane through pemberton heights

Dear Mr. DiGiuseppe,

I am writing to share my opinion of the proposed bike lane through Pemberton Heights. As a resident of
that neighborhood, I welcome bikers; however, I am concerned that a dedicated lane for bikers would
only cause more traffic congestion in a neighborhood that is already used as a cut-through between
Lamar Street and Mo-Pac. For this reason, I oppose the proposed measures. Thank you for your
consideration.

Sincerely,

Kirk Forrester

5/20/2010
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Howell, John E4jbmt

Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 7:31 AM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Dear Mr. DiGiuseppe,

have reviewed the Transportation draft chapter of the West Central Austin Combined Neighborhood Plan. I am a
homeowner, living at 2803 Wooldridge Drive.

Generally, planning for the neighborhood is a good thing, and I realize that many constituents and their needs and
wants must be balanced. I do want to comment on two aspects of the proposals in the plan.

First, I believe that adding bike trails to many of the narrow residential streets in the area will be
counterproductive. In particular, I watch fast transient automobile traffic in front of my home that uses the Mopac
Northwood-Wooldridge-29th Street route to/from UT. There are many near-misses at the Northwood/Wooldridge
intersection by motorists who ignore the stop sign there as it is; adding much bicycle traffic and narrowing the
streets by adding bike lanes would. I think, add additional congestion to an already bad problem. There is an
existing bike lane on 29th street from Lamar to Wooldridge which is used by some bike traffic, but little of that
traffic joins or leaves 29th by way of Wooldridge, I think because of the existing traffic on that route: the bike riders
see the problem of traffic there. In short, I oppose adding dedicated bike lanes to (he neighborhood streets,
particularly in the wholesale manner proposed.

Second, it doesn’t appear to me that addition of sidewalks in the area is a justified expense. There is some foot
traffic (I’m one who walks the neighborhood quite often), but this is mostly on weekends or evenings, with a
few early morning joggers. I don’t believe that the expense of adding sidewalks (with the loss of old trees and area
landscaping that would be necessary) is justified for the small usage that would result. I think sidewalks have
already been added for children who need safe access to local schools, and going past this seems a needless
expense.

John R. (Jack) Howell
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Cockrell School of Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin
1 University Station, C2200
Austin, TX 787 12-0292

(512) 471-3095
FAX: (512) 471-1045
impj//www.me.utexas.edu/directoiyLfhin/37/
jhe-n!S .
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DiGiuseppe, Paul

From: Ashley & Andrew Ellison

Sent: Sunday. March 21, 2010 10:13 PM

To: DiGiuseppe, Paul

Subject: FW: Sidewalks on Harris Blvd.pauLdigiuseppeci.austin.tx.us

From: Carol Nelson [mw4wU...,-__ns I
Sent: Sunday, March 21, 2010 9:19 PM
To: Ashley & Andrew Ellison
Subject: Re: Sidewalks on Harris Blvd.pauldigiuseppe@ci.austin.tx.us

Thanks for your note. Ashiey. if you can, just write a quick email to Paul DiGiuseppe telling him how
you feel. It may make a difference carol
On Mar 21, 2010, at 7:54 PM, Ashley & Andrew Ellison wrote:

Carol, Good for you! I walk every day with my double jogger and do just fine without a “lane.” I
actually do not even use the sidewalks because they are so broken and uneven and thus hard to
maneuver, maybe they should repair those instead? Thanks for taking care of the neighborhood. I
just don’t have the time to get into all of it with these two kids keeping me so busy. Ashley Ellison
(1509 Preston Aye)

From: Carol Nelson [mcJta1T&IsonLsF’
.

Sent: Sunday, March 21, 2010 4:37 PM
To:

Subject: Fwd: Sidewalks on Harris BIvd.paul.digiuseppe@ci.austin.tx.us

Hi Neighbors,

I wanted to be sure that everyone knows what is going on. Many of us feel like bike lanes
will greatly impact our neighborhood with respect to street parking and more bike traffic.

Carol Nelson

Begin forwarded message:

From: “DiGiuseppe, Paul” <Paul.DiGiuseppe@cLaustin.tx.us>
Date: March 17, 2010 6:02:27 PM CDT
To: 6adnasnliaknn’’-.com>
Subject: RE: Sidewalks on Harris
Bycp?jjl.digi useppe@ci.austin.tx.us

Dear Ms. Nelson:

Thank you for your e-mail. I will be meeting on Monday with someone from the
City’s sidewalk program to go over your concern about the proposed sidewalk. From
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there, I will get a response to you as well as the others who have been submitting
their comments about sidewalks in Pemberton. This meeting will help to determine
the appropriate way to address this issue through the neighborhood planning
process. Iwill give you a response by Monday or Tuesday. Please note that I have
recorded your concerns.

Take care,

Paul

Paul DiGiuseppe, Principal Planner
City of Austin Planning and Development Review Department
505 Barton Springs Rd., 5th floor
Austin, TX 78704
paui.digiuseppe©ci.austin.tx.us
Phone: (512) 974-2865

From: Carol Nelson fuaL -

Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 11:09 AM
To: DiGiuseppe, Paul
Subject: Sidewalks on Harris Blvd,paijLdigiueppe@cLustin.tx.us

Dear Paul,
This email addresses my Concerns about the proposal to put
sidewalks on Harris Blvd. My lot on the corner of Preston & Harris
is quite small, and it is already occupied with two signs. It doesn’t
seem fair that our city is consumed with constantly putting more
and more restrictions on the perfectly nice neighborhood that has
been my home for almost seventy years. Harris is too narrow for
bike lanes and not nearly busy enough for all the stop signs that
have already been erected. There is no reason for a relatively old
Austin neighborhood to suddenly be turned over to bikers. Most
neighbors rely on street parking at times, and it is a necessity that
this option remains open. It seemed perfectly logical to have a
sidewalk in front of our home for on Wooldridge Drive for thirty-
seven years. However, the lots there are quite large, and there is
plenty of room I
I feel, like many neighbors, that these things get pushed through
without the those directly involved being properly notified. There
seem to be many “neighborhood meetings”, but the ones I’ve
attended seldom involve anything vital to my particular
neighborhood. Several meetings consisted of slide shows about
zoning of Tarry Town Shopping Center, Lake Austin Blvd.,
Brackenridge Track, etc. The specific topics are never totally
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revealed before the actual meeting, and it is impossible to attend
all that are held. Everyone involved in these dramatic changes
should have a voice and be notified concerning the impending
changes to their particular property.
A few very vocal folks seem to be leading the steam roller. Many

of my neighbors and I feel these changes are not handled in a
democratic manner, and we are concerned about not being
directly contacted.
There are many more important things to be done before
sidewalks are installed on Harris Blvd. It is my hope that these
radical changes will not be implemented. Thank you for your
attention.
Sincerely,
Carol Nelson
Carol Codey Nelson
2620 Harris Blvd.
Austin, TX 78703
512 472-6157

Carol Nelson

5/20/2010
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